fact check sinclair lewis on fascism in america - origin the election s aftermath also saw the recirculation of a famous quote attributed to sinclair lewis a line often said to have come directly from the novel when fascism comes to america it will be wrapped in the flag and carrying a cross, who really said when fascism comes to america it will - you ve probably heard some variation on this quote when fascism comes to america it will come wrapped in the flag and waving a cross possibly attributed to sinclair lewis or huey long the only problem there s no evidence that either men said it but sally parry of the sinclair lewis society provides us with two, when fascism comes to america it will be wrapped in the - when fascism comes to america it will be wrapped in the flag the phrase and carrying a cross is often added to this saying i have not found any solid citations for lewis or long would you please explore this topic quote investigator qi has located no substantive evidence ascribing this remark to sinclair lewis or huey long in addition the sinclair lewis society was unable to find this quotation in the lewis s oeuvre, who said fascism will come wrapped in a flag carrying a - the cry has been that when war is declared all opposition should be hushed a sentiment more unworthy of a free country could hardly be propagated criticism in a time of war is essential to the maintenance of any kind of democratic government fascism will come wrapped in a flag and carrying a bible, talk sinclair lewis wikitopics - when fascism comes to america it will be wrapped in the flag and carrying a cross a variation on quote attributed to huey long winter is not a season it s an occupation, quote by james waterman wise when fascism comes to america it will be wrapped in the flag and carrying a cross when fascism comes to america it will be wrapped in the flag and carrying a cross home, quote by molly ivins i prefer someone who burns the flag - molly ivins i prefer someone who burns the flag and then wraps themselves up in the constitution over someone who burns the constitution and then wrap, top 25 quotes by sinclair lewis of 102 a z quotes - sinclair lewis quotes when fascism comes to the united states it will be wrapped in the american flag and will claim the name of 100 percent americanism, who said that political scoundrels wrap themselves in the - according to the us flag code the us flag should be larger in size and if flying on the same pole at the top of the pole if flying the american flag with a state flag the american flag needs, wrapped quotes quotes about wrapped yourdictionary - when fascism comes to america it will be wrapped in the flag and carrying a cross sinclair lewis, flag quotes inspirational quotes about flag - flag quotes inspirational quotes about flag it is a political one that belongs to the people larry craig the flag represents all the values and the liberties americans have and enjoy everyday bill shuster i pledge allegiance to the christian flag and to the savior for whose kingdom it stands one savior crucified risen and coming again, james waterman wise quote investigator - the following saying has been attributed to the prominent writer sinclair lewis and the populist politician huey long when fascism comes to america it will be wrapped in the flag the phrase and carrying a cross is often added to this saying i have not found any solid citations for lewis or long would you please explore this topic
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